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Introduction 

The aim of this conference is to gather scholars and thinkers together to explore the relationship between 
jazz and cinema. At the same time, we aim to gather papers for a forthcoming journal – a special issue of 
The Soundtrack with the theme of jazz and cinema. The inspiration of putting this special issue together 
came from two jazz musicians that I admire, who recorded some of the greatest jazz soundtracks for early 
black/white animations - Cab Calloway and Louis Armstrong.  Perhaps it might be a little out of fashion to 
talk about pre-war jazz nowadays; as jazz itself and jazz in films have been changing rather dramatically in 
the past few decades. However, it is fascinating that the genre of jazz (both in traditional and modern style) 
maintains a special relationship with films and cinema. Furthermore, the use of jazz soundtracks is also 
considered as an artistic signature that helps to develop a director’s persona as an auteur. Ingmar Berg-
man does it, Jean-Luc Godard does it, Woody Allen does it, and even Hong Kong film director Wong Kar-
wai does it. Let’s talk about jazz; let’s talk about jazz and cinema! This conference has attracted scholars, 
musicians and jazz admirers from around the world. Apart from paper presentations, our presenters and 
organizers have also put together a song list; music will be played during the conference breaks. A full list 
of the song choices is included in this program as an archive and memory. 

This conference wouldn’t be possible without the hard work from the committee team (Alicia Stark, Claudio 
Celis, Xin Zhang, Martin Curda), advice from Dr. Paul Bowman, the director from Centre for Interdisciplinary 
Film & Visual Culture Research at Cardiff University, the University Graduate College’s funding, and also the 
sponsorship from academic publishing company Intellect. 

I hope you will all enjoy the conference. This program is also available online for download. We hope those 
who cannot attend will find the materials interesting and useful for their research. 

---

Hiu M. Chan 
Jazz and Cinema Conference Committee 
Guest Editor of The Soundtrack special issue on jazz and cinema
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Schedule for Jazz and Cinema Conference 2013
Lecture Theatre, Haydn Elis Building, Cardiff University

Day 1 

9 – 9:30  Welcome and registration 

9:30 – 9:45 Welcome Words by Paul Bowman, director of Centre for Interdisciplinary Film &  
 Visual Culture Research Centre, JOMEC

PANEL 1 

9:45 – 11:15  Chair: Claudio Celis
  (3 papers , 20 mins each, 20 mins Q&A)

 Japan, Jazz and Cinema – A Psychosocial Exploration of Post-War Japanese New  
 Wave Films
 Chrys Chijiutomi, Birkbeck College, University of London

   Jazz as Individual Expression: An Analysis of the Fabulous Baker Boys   
 Soundtrack
 Adam Biggs, Bath Spa University

 The Scattered Dream of “Same Time, Same Station: The Nat King Cole Show
 Prof. Emile Wennekes, Utrecht University

11: 15 – 11: 45  Coffee Break

PANEL 2

11:45 – 1:15  Chair: Xin Zhang
 (3 papers, 20 mins , 20 mins Q& A)

  Biopics – Facts and Fiction
 Peter Wegele, independent researcher, pianist-composer-arranger-author

 Jazz and Animation
 Coninneach Shanks, independent researcher, writer, psychotherapist

 Politics at Play: Jazz and Chinese Cinema, 1937 – 1949
 Victor Fan, King’s College, University of London

1:15 – 2:45  Lunch Break
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PANEL 3

2:45 – 4:15  Chair: Alicia Stark
 (3 papers, 20mins, 20 mins Q& A)

  Jazz Standard Jazz: The Contradictory Impulses of the Soundtrack to Karoly   
 Makk’s Another Way
 Aaron Hunter, Queen’s University, Belfast 
 
 Focus on the scene: Fictional Depictions of Jazz Culture in the 1980s and 1990s
 Willem Strank, Kiel University

 The Shifting Semantics of Jazz in Movie Scores: Illustrated by Musical Transcrip 
 tions and Selected Film Samples”
 Konstantin Jahn, Dresden Conservatory, Germany

4:15 – 4:45  Coffee Break

KEY NOTE SPEECH

4: 45 – 5: 45   Introduction to Nicolas by Hiu M. Chan

 Filming Improvisation: stylistic challenges for jazz and cinema
 Nicolas Pillai, Warwick University

5: 45 - 6:00   Closing Words for Day 1, highlight for day 2, and dinner & drink invitation (Alicia)

6:00 – 7: 00  Break

7:00 pm   Dinner, drinks & entertainment at Jazz Café 

 
Day 2 

PANEL 4

10:00 – 11:30  Chair: Alicia Stark
 (3 papers, 20 mins, 20 mins Q&A)

  Jazz in 1950s Hollyood” + Introduction to Jazz and Film Blog
 -Brian Joe Bribey, Independent researcher

 The Film Composer Duke Ellington
 - Peter Wegele, independent researcher, pianist-composer-arranger-author

 The Jazz Film Music of Sir John Dankworth
 -Frank Griffith, Brunel University

11:30 – 11:45  Coffee Break
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PANEL 5
 11:45 – 1: 15, Chair: Claudio Celis
 (3 papers, 20 mins, 20 mins Q & A)

 Sax and the City: New York, New York (1977), Urban Decline and the  
 Jazz Musical
 Martha Shearer, King’s College London, Kingston University

 John Surman, Jazz Improvisation, Electronics and the Soundtrack
 Gilbert Gabriel, Cardiff University Alumni

 Madness and Dysfuctionality: Jazz’s Screen Burden
 Jeremy Barham, University of Surrey

1: 15 – 2: 15  Lunch Break

PANEL 6

2: 15 – 3:45  Chair: Martin
 (3 papers, 20 mins, 20 mins Q & A)

 Emulating Terror: Musical Interaction, Cohesion & Narrative Mirroring in David  
 Cronenberg’s  Naked Lunch
 Thomas Williams, University of Surrey

 Wong Kar-Wai, Jazz and Reputation Making
 Wikanda Promkhuntong, Aberystwyth University

 Quiney Jones and The Pawnbroker: Jazz Arrangers Enter the World  
 of Film Composition
 Paul Cott, King’s College, University of London

3: 45 – 4: 00 Jazz and cinema, publications, and closing words 
 Hiu M. Chan, Cardiff University
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Presentation Abstracts

NICHOLAS PILLAI  
Key Note: Filming Improvisation: stylistic challenges for jazz and cinema

How is jazz filmed? This paper argues that jazz has always defined itself in relation to visual culture. While 
criticism has prioritised the musical and historical authenticity of jazz films, my work aims to understand 
how film style creates or comments upon scenes of improvisation. How do films about jazz negotiate the 
‘now’ of diegetic improvisation and the ‘then’ of the recorded, edited event?

Why is jazz filmed? Through close readings of performance sequences, I suggest that we need a more 
refined understanding of what ‘improvisation’ means on film. By charting ways in which musicians, writers 
and films have deployed this term, I argue that modes of studio production determine the cultural menings 
assigned to the sound of surprise.

PANEL 1 (DAY ONE)

CHRYS CHIJIUTOMI  
Japan, Jazz and Cinema – A Psychosocial Exploration of Post-War Japanese New Wave Films 

In Japan, jazz has thrived since the 1920s, yet this history of engagement is marginalised in Anglophone 
accounts of the artform. Consequently, there is a paucity of scholarly investigations into Japanese film 
culture’s contribution to the historical trajectory and formation of the country’s jazz scene.  From a psy-
chosocial perspective, both cinema and jazz can be understood as expressive modalities where national 
identities are contested and constituted. Analysis of these cultural formations therefore facilitates the 
chronicling of broader social histories of a nation and its people.

The post-World War II flourishing of jazz coffee-shops (jazzu kissaten) occurred alongside a resurgence 
of the Japanese film industry, against a backdrop of US-led Allied Occupation - a time of major transfor-
mations for a Japanese society recovering from the emotional and material carnage wrought by defeat. 
Globally, jazz used as a dramatic component in narrative film scores was concurrent with the  emergence 
of bebop and increased cinematic representation of a post-war generation of disaffected, disenfranchised 
youth in, for example, French nouvelle vague films.  In the analogous Japanese New Wave cinema, spear-
headed by  Nikkatsu Studios in the 1950s and 1960s, jazz as symbolic accompaniment to the depiction 
of society’s misfits and deviants was announced by the clarion call of taiyokozu (Sun Tribe) films such as 
Crazed Fruit (Ko Nakahira, 1956).

The convergence of jazz, Japanese-American cultural, military and political relations and the bleak so-
cio-economic landscape of an Occupied Japan is amply demonstrated in Koreyoshi Kurahara’s “Black Sun” 
(1960), an ‘anti-buddy’ tale of a rootless Japanese jazz-obsessed petty thief and an African-American GI 
on the run.  From Akira Kurosawa’s Drunken Angel (1948) with Kagasi Shizuko’s carnal rendition of “Jungle 
Boogie” to Wakamatsu Koji’s Ecstasy of the Angels (1972) and its use of Yosuke Yamashita Trio’s aggressive 
frenetic free-jazz, Japan’s engagement with jazz has been made manifest in cinematic representation in 
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heterogeneous ways which allows interrogation of post-war Japanese identities.

ADAM BIGGS  
Jazz as individual expression: an analysis of The Fabulous Baker Boys Soundtrack 

The Fabulous Baker Boys (1989) is a fictional account of a frustrated sibling piano duo who, in order to 
enliven their act, hire a singer. As well as a portrayal of sibling rivalry and missed opportunities the film is 
a study of the working jazz musician and the suppression of individual identity. The film’s soundtrack, ar-
ranged and composed by jazz pianist Dave Grusin, uses jazz standards and original thematic compositions 
that provide improvisatory contexts for the main character, Jack Baker’s emerging individuality. Consider-
ing the work of Gabbard, Heble, MacDonald and Wilson, particularly with reference to jazz and identity, this 
paper analyses the score and improvisational structures, using the author’s transcribed score The Fabulous 
Baker Boys Songbook (2007), in order to examine how these enable and act as an expression of that indi-
viduality. The historical context is also considered as the film takes its premise from The Fabulous Dorseys 
(1947) the biopic of the swing-era bandleaders the Dorsey brothers.

EMILE WENNEKES  
The Scattered Dream of “Same Time, Same Station”:  The Nat King Cole Show

‘Madison Avenue is afraid of the dark’, jazz legend Nat King Cole concluded when he pulled the plug on his 
trendsetting TV show, a series of weekly programs that ran from November 1956 through December 1957. 
The Nat King Cole Show (NKCS) offers great historic footage of Ella Fitzgerald, Mel Tormé, Frankie Laine, 
Mahalia Jackson, Tony Bennet and many others, including the show’s Master of Ceremonies. By that time, 
Cole was not only a million record selling pianist and baritone, he had also performed in more than twenty 
(feature) films, starting with Citizen Kane (1941).

NBC was praised for its commitment to the NKCS, but the influential advertizing industry was too fright-
ened to invest in ‘Negroes on TV’ during a period in which segregation remained a prominent issue. On the 
rare occasion that the NKCS is discussed in scholarly literature, the argument focuses on the fact that this 
show was hosted by an African-American personality including the consequential challenges of the era. Yet, 
from a musicological point of view, the NKCS is one of the first shows of its kind: a star-studded, live format 
built around a star and with stars as guests. 

In this contribution, capita selecta of the 42 episodes of the NKCS are studied more profoundly. During the 
64 weeks of its existence, the format evolved from a fifteen minute pops show into a thirty minute program 
with a storyline. The cameratization and direction will be discussed, as well as the underlying narrative 
layers of individual scenes, the entourage, the central position of the host and the supportive role played 
by Nelson Riddle’s TV orchestra. An ongoing analysis of NKCS’s position within the genre of music television 
shows will conclude my remarks.

PANEL 2 (DAY ONE)

PETER WEGELE  
Biopics – facts and fiction 

Biopics are feature films that tell the life story of a historically proven personality. There are some biopics 
about famous jazz musicians.  Although jazz is a musical genre that has always been played and developed 
in the US by black and white musicians, it has to be concluded that there is a discrepancy in the quantity 
and quality of the way black musicians have been portrayed. In the “white” biopics the central story is a 
story of success, whereas in the “black” biopics the focus is more on personal failure.

In this multimedia presentation, the mechanism of certain plot formats will be demonstrated as well as 
both the very professional and quasi-authentic use of jazz music.

COINNEACH SHANKS 
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Jazz and Animation 

Film and music criticism substantially ignore the fruitful combination of early cartoons and jazz in the early 
20th Century. Then, both forms were readily accessible to the ordinary person as the movie theatre be-
came the entertainment location of choice. Film of jazz performances by popular jazz bands often promot-
ed the theatre’s animation programme. Despite an industrial commercial thrust, both forms were popular, 
innovative and critical cultural engagements. 

The paper proposes to examine animation and jazz as rebellious cultural products, rooted in the early 
days of cinema.  The critical work of the Frankfurt School’s Walter Benjamin and Theodor Adorno is crucial 
here, as both engaged with jazz and animation. Marxist tradition had relegated popular cultural forms as 
superstructural to the economic base of society. At worst they were epiphenomena, a reflection of econom-
ic activity. The Frankfurt school mounted a challenge, even if Adorno continued to hear repetitive factory 
sounds in popular music - and the loss of the original and authentic in a time of mass reproduction was 
anathema to Benjamin.  Both were criticised for underestimating the expression of ethnic black Ameri-
cans.  They sold short the rebelliousness of both jazz and animation.

Robert Bresson’s work on cinematography notes a relationship between music and film. Music (jazz) moves 
to the inside, to the emotional level whilst the visual (cartoons) offers an exterior for emotional expression. 
For a period, a combination of jazz with the shape-shifting characters who inhabited the cartoon flatlands, 
emotionally inspired audiences and challenged norms and expectations. At the same time, early jazz resist-
ed the commercialisation and destruction of its inherent rebelliousness. Together, jazz and animation rep-
resented an unrecognised and unacknowledged critical resistance to established forms. At the time, they 
won a battle for fun. Three case studies of commercial animation shorts featuring jazz will support the case

VICTOR FAN  
Politics at Play: Jazz and Chinese Cinema, 1937-1949* 
 
Between 1937 and 1949, jazz in Shanghai-Hong Kong cinema, in a culturally, politically and linguistically 
hybrid form, put contesting sociopolitical values and cultural imaginations at play. Like many cities, Shang-
hai entered the “Jazz Age” as early as the 1920s. But then, in the 1930s and 1940s, Pathé dominated the 
popular music market not only by selling records, but also by contracting the major film studios to feature 
their singers and songs in musicals. Nonetheless, Shanghai jazz in cinema—or more popularly known as the 
shidai qu (songs of the time)—in the 1930s and 1940s is a hybrid musical form. In one register, Hollywood 
films continued to inform the Shanghai musicians and audience the latest trends in American jazz. In an-
other, Pathé, under the ownership of the Nipponophone Company (Columbia), employed Japanese compos-
ers, who often wrote songs in the Japanese enka style. The enka, meanwhile, is a form of popular music 
initially inspired, ironically, by these composers’ imagination of what Chinese music might sound like. And 
in addition to the American jazz and the enka, these composers from time to time also employ the Chinese 
xiaodiao (vernacular tunes) in their works. Contemporaneously, in cinema, between 1937 and 1949, Chinese 
and Japanese film producers with conflicting political beliefs worked together in Shanghai and Hong Kong 
to produce feature films that convey ambivalent political messages including Chinese patriotism, Japanese 
imperialism and British colonialism, all for the purpose of satisfying the contesting political agendas of the 
different markets within China. In this presentation, I use a post-war film Chang xiangsi(An All-Consuming 
Love, He Zhaozhang, 1947), starring the popular singer Zhou Xuan (1918 or 1920-1957), to demonstrate how 
the resulting film and musical forms negotiate—or in fact, put into play—conflicting cultural imaginations, 
identities and political values during and after the Sino-Japanese War (1937-1945). 
*Film productions actually halted during the Pacific War (1942-1945). 

PANEL 3 (DAY ONE) 

AARON HUNTER  
Jazz Standard Jazz:  The Contradictory Impulses of the Soundtrack to Károly Makk’s Another Way 
 
Károly Makk’s 1982 Hungarian-language film Another Way is notable for being the first Hungarian and one 
of the first international films to offer a sensitive depiction of a lesbian relationship. Set in Budapest just 
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after the failed anti-Soviet revolution of 1956, the film intertwines its love story with one of post-revolution 
crackdown on freedom of the press, exploring how repressive societies destroy public and personal free-
doms. Jazz functions in two ways in the film: as diegetic period music, and as an extra-diegetic score that 
denotes the film’s 1980s production aesthetic. This paper will analyse how the film’s different utilizations 
of jazz serve deterministic purposes in relation to the film’s central narrative, undermining the sensitive 
exploration of its relationship at its heart.
Several scenes involve a piano player whose repertoire includes a mix of traditional songs and 1950s stan-
dards. One of the songs he plays in several sequences is “Gloomy Sunday,” originally written in Budapest, 
but made famous by Billie Holliday. The song recounts the death of a lover and the singer’s pledge to join 
the lover in death. The song, then, acts as a signpost towards the film’s end, which includes shootings and 
death, arguably acting in part to determine that death. At the same time, the film features a contemporary 
jazz score that showcases the work of composer and saxophone player László Dés. Like many soundtracks 
of the 1980s, Dés’s features a sultry saxophone, one meant to evoke eroticism and, perhaps, a film noir 
feeling. In utilizing such a soundtrack, however, the film, perhaps unwittingly, charges the relationship with 
a lurid eroticism that its narrative works to eschew. This paper will demonstrate how these contradictory 
impulses of music and narrative at once both add nuance to and undermine the film’s attempt to depict its 
lesbian relationship without judging it.

WILLEM STRANK  
Focus on the scene: Fictional depictions of jazz culture in the 1980s and 1990s 

The jazz film of the 1980s began to focus less on one single performer (biopic) and towards the depiction 
of a vivid jazz scene (‘scenopic’). Aside from notable expections (Bird, 1988) the ‘new’ jazz film focussed a 
group of musicians, their interactions and their ways of communicating through music. Francis Ford Coppo-
la’s The Cotton Club (1984) depicts the social scene of the famous New York jazz club in his prime and may 
be seen as the starting point for this new jazz film mini-genre. Bertrand Tavernier’s Round Midnight (1986) 
followed suit and not only moved away from the classical biopic by constructing a fictional personality 
comprised of two historical figures (Lester Young and Bud Powell) but also integrated famous jazz musi-
cians of past decades (Herbie Hancock, Dexter Gordon, etc.) as actors constituting a fictional jazz scene. 
Robert Altman continued this idea with Kansas City (1996) in which the eponymous town is a microcosm 
dominated by jazz music.  Famous jazz musicians of the 1990s (Joshua Redman, David Murray, et al.) tried 
to imitate the style of the 1930s and thus created a mixture of classical swing and neo-classicist post-bop. 
Spike Lee’s Mo’ Better Blues (1990) circles around one protagonist – the fictional trumpet player Bleek 
Gilliam – but also uses real jazz musicians as actors and focusses the scene Gilliam is in.  Finally, the HBO 
series Treme (2010-, David Simon and Eric Overmyer) attempts to reconstruct the contemporary post-Ka-
trina New Orleans jazz scene onscreen and often contrasts it with the modernist music from New York.

The lecture will contrast the new tendency of historical jazz films with the classical biopic and try to evalu-
ate the specifics of this supposed mini-genre.

KONSTANTIN JAHN  
The Shifting Semantics of Jazz in Movie Scores:  Illustrated by Musical Transcriptions and Selected 
Film Samples 

Until the mid of the 20th century, jazz has been one of the basic idioms shaping both movie scores and 
popular culture. Assessing the film score as a system of aural signifiers, an examination of musical char-
acteristics reveals the generating of meaning through music. As different scholars like Butler (2002) or 
Gabbard (1996) have noted, jazz sounds in movie scores function as signifiers for discourses on race, class, 
and gender. These significations have been under a constant shift throughout the last century, mirroring 
the changing social and esthetical status of jazz music and its practitioners.

If the dramaturgy of a film is functionalising musical means in favour of the story, there must be a sup-
posed “meaning” in music itself. The semantics of jazz is thus used to evoke designated emotive or nar-
rative effects. Topics symbolized through jazz range from fun, happiness, and stupidity to violence and 
sex, affluence and intellectualism. Therefore, jazz is one of the most powerful “free floating signifiers” in 
soundtrack history. This paper tries to collect examples of recurring phrases, figurations, gestures, and 
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techniques of jazz in movie scores. Selected samples range from early cartoon heroes grooving in synco-
pation to the opulence of the entertainment utopia of swing, from blues inflected scores of film noir to the 
global culmination of jazz clichés in 1970s exploitation films. This is to show to what extent peculiarities of 
jazz in rhythm, melodics or instrumentation condensed to aural symbols in movie scores.

PANEL 4 (DAY TWO)

BRIAN JOE SPIBEY 
Hollywood Jazz of the Fifties
This presentation will explore the use of mainly white jazz musicians in Hollywood films of the fifties.  By 
the sixties, the use of jazz in film soundtracks had virtually disappeared with the explosion of pop music 
and the advent of the Beatles.
 
The west coast school of jazz developed in the early fifties, and their original influence was the 1949 album 
Birth of the Cool under the leadership of Miles Davis. A number of musicians, who were mainly white, 
moved to the West Coast (and Los Angeles in particular) for the lucrative session work that was available 
in the Hollywood studios. A few, such as Gerry Mulligan and Kai Winding, had appeared on the Birth of the 
Cool sessions. Most of these musicians had served as apprentices in white big bands of the forties, but 
after World War II, the big band era was drawing to an end. However the West Coast style of post-bop jazz, 
combined with high quality arrangements, were soon to be heard (as well as seen) in the movies. 

Social conflict films of the fifties dealt with society’s underbelly of drugs, racial problems, violence, and 
prostitution; these often came under the banner of Film Noir. Additionally, more independent film compa-
nies began operating, which would eventually lead to the break up of the studio system.  With the gradual 
ending of the Hays Code, Noir began to require a different style of music. 

Along side of these jazz Noir films were jazz bio-pics, which included lavish productions of the great swing 
stars of the thirties, as well as a number of ‘bios’ of twenties musicians. In these films, the studios played 
fast and loose with the facts.

Due to these developments, composers, arrangers and musicians who had worked in the jazz field were 
now in demand by Hollywood. 

PETER WEGELE 
The film composer Duke Ellington 

Duke Ellington is one of the most productive musicians in the history of jazz. As early as the late 1920s, he 
realized the potential of the new medium, the talking picture, to help gain nation-wide popularity for his 
band. These pictures were music shorts and music feature films with Afro American casts. But in 1930, he 
also managed to get features for his band in “white” productions. From the very beginning of his career El-
lington fought against racial clichés, cultivated by Minstrel shows and Blackface comedies. With ambitious 
films such as Symphony in Black, with several musicals and even an attempt to write an opera – Ellington 
always wanted to portrait the real world of African Americans in American society. He wanted to tell their 
history and to show ways to overcome racial segregation.

While most big bands in the 1950s had to give up, Ellington managed to keep his band. In 1956, he had a 
sensational comeback in Newport. Because of this popularity, director Otto Preminger hired him to write 
the score for Anatomy of a Murder. So in 1959, Ellington became the first African American composer to 
write a non diegetic film score in Hollywood. This multimedia presentation gives an overview of the most 
important films with music by Duke Ellington and explains in detail his score to Anatomy of a Murder.

FRANK GRIFFITH  
The Jazz Film Music of Sir John Dankworth 
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Sir John Dankworth, considered to be one of the UK’s greatest exports of British Jazz was also a renowned 
film composer. His scores for many 1960s movies that were pivotal in British New Wave Cinema utilised jazz 
to a great extent. Among these films were Saturday Night, Sunday Morning (1960), The Criminal (1961), The 
Servant (1963) and Darling (1965).

The advent of jazz film scores started with 1950s American films like The Man With the Golden Arm (1955) 
and I Want To Live (1959) as well as Louis Malle’s Lift To The Scaffold (1958), a French film with a score com-
posed and performed by Miles Davis.These films paved the way for Dankworth (who was recruited by Czech 
born, British based director, Karel Riesz) to introduce his distinct jazz voice to British Film. 
My paper will explore these innovative years in British Cinema and the impact that Dankworth’s scores had 
on these films. It is important to consider that an essential aspect of jazz is the inclusion of improvisation, 
and I intend to discuss its role in the jazz film score, covering the difficulties encountered in incorporating 
improvisation in the film context, as well as the strengths that it contributes.  I will also include excerpts 
from my article/interview with Dankworth published in the Journal Of British Film and Television in Decem-
ber 2006, as well as recordings and footage from his films.

 

PANEL 5 (DAY TWO)

MARTHA SHEARER 
Sax and the City: New York, New York (1977), Urban Decline and the Jazz Musical 

In the late 1940s and early 1950s, jazz (in terms of jazz scoring and the depiction of jazz musicians) was an 
important point of convergence between the musical and film noir. In postwar musicals, jazz was used in 
conjunction with both location shooting and with stylised parodies of noir aesthetics. Those films, such as 
Young Man with a Horn (Michael Curtiz, 1950), were made at a period of flux in the film industry, with the 
increasing use of location shooting, in jazz, with the emergence of bebop, and in New York, with the onset 
of decentralisation and urban decline, exacerbated by processes including suburbanisation and urban 
renewal. New York, New York (Martin Scorsese, 1977) looks back on the postwar period in ways that are 
shaped by the subsequent shifts in both the film industry and in New York: firstly, the massive expansion of 
location shooting with the New Hollywood, alongside the success of That’s Entertainment! (Jack Haley, Jr., 
1974), which eulogised the MGM backlot and identified the musical with studio production; secondly, the 
nadir of New York’s decline with its fiscal crisis and what Miriam Greenberg has called its “image crisis” of 
the 1970s. New York, New York contrasts the artifice of its sets and of the musical genre with the mode of 
performance of its jazz saxophonist protagonist. This paper will focus on the depiction of jazz in postwar 
musicals and the ways in which both jazz and musicals of that period were reframed from the perspective 
of the 1970s in New York, New York. It will explore the ways in which jazz has functioned in relation to 
urban representation in these musicals in the context of the decline and transformation of New York after 
World War II.

GILBERT GABRIEL 
John Surman: Jazz improvisation, Electronics and the Soundtrack 
   
This article investigates the role and function of John Surman’s film scores for The Apartment 5C (Nadjari, 
2002), Respiro (Crialese, 2002) and Chimere (Devers, 1989). It traces how John Surman’s film scoring is 
essentially ‘European’ in its aesthetic and carries a style which recalls the ‘new wave’ film Breathless or the 
introspective melancholia of Betty Blue. It examines how his film scores that fuse jazz, folk music electron-
ic music and minimalism result in an original, personal and sometimes radical relationship with the film 
images that they are matched to. By following Van Leeuwen’s (1999) sound semiotic theory (‘what sound 
says’) it identifies how audio- visual relationships are established through the use of articulatory parame-
ters such as pitch, dynamic, timbre etc and their provenance value. Finally it investigates how Surman’s use 
of jazz improvisation and electronic soundscapes reflects a breakaway from traditional ‘classical scoring’ 
techniques that became prevalent in the 1960s and have subsequently extended the conception of what 
jazz and film scoring is.

JEREMY BARHAM  
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Madness and Dysfunctionality: Jazz’s Screen Burden 

Jazz has gone through many transformations in its relationship with screen scoring: from being the unin-
flected popular music of the day, through embodying sleaze, corruption and a restrained and/or criminal 
sense of ‘cool’, to becoming the historical and geographical marker of a vanished era. Another, perhaps 
less explicable, part of its screen appropriation has been as expression of an idiosyncratic dysfunctionality 
sometimes tipping over into madness. If Blackboard Jungle (1955) and Jailhouse Rock (1957) offered explicit 
turning points in the reputation of jazz in film and the feasibility of its unmarked screen-score usage, then 
certain later films have capitalized on this and the subsequent increasing marginality of the music within the 
wider marketplaces of the real world. Calling on examples from the 1960s to the early 21st century (Repul-
sion, The Pawnbroker, The Conversation, Naked Lunch, Anchorman and Homeland), this paper traces the 
contours of such screen characterization and typecasting in order to draw conclusions about the ongoing 
viability of employing jazz as a semantically rich musical resource with which to score the moving image.

PANEL 6 (DAY TWO)

THOMAS WILLIAMS 
Emulating Terror:  Musical Interaction, Cohesion & Narrative Mirroring in David Cronenberg’s Na-
ked Lunch 

This paper reveals the narrative dichotomy in the film score of Cronenberg’s 1991 Naked Lunch - a semib-
iographical account of beat poet William Burroughs life merged with the narrative of his novel of the same 
name featuring collaboration between long time Cronenberg film composer Howard Shore and free jazz 
pioneer Ornette Coleman.

Shore’s score remains faithful to his typical dark and emotive score situated usually in the horror genre. 
Coleman’s parts are typical of his normal work and stylistic tendency, however associations with the 1960’s 
beat poetry movement and also of a shared experience of both Burroughs and Coleman to Tangier (the 
evident inspiration for the “interzone”, the setting of novel and film) can be found.

The visual duality and struggle of the protagonist William Lee’s descent from drug induced lunacy into a 
life consuming dread is developed through the interplay, gestures, dichotomies and dialogue present in the 
accompanying music which accurately reflects the narrative structure as an embodiment of Cronenberg and 
Burroughs through Shore and Coleman respectively. Through an in depth musical analysis drawing on con-
cepts of intensity, intertextuality, dialogical interaction, musical density, style and melodic harmonic/func-
tion, the narrative mirroring will be presented, providing a full reading of the film through the music alone.

WIKANDA PROMKHUNTONG  
Wong Kar-wai, Jazz and Reputation Making 

Much has been said about Wong Kar-wai’s use of pre-existing soundtracks and purpose-made scores includ-
ing the MTV aesthetics and ‘avant-pop’ cinema (Bordwell 2000), pop music and KTV aesthetic (Hu 2006), 
Fallen Angels (1995) and Massive Attack’s Karmacoma (Toop 2005), musical discourses in Wong’s films 
ranging from the analyses of waltz, popular music to Latin boleros (de Carvalho 2008),  and ‘transcultural’ 
soundtracks and diasporic identities (Yeh 1999; 2007). Wong’s association to Jazz; however, is underex-
plored. Combining textual analysis and audience and reception studies approaches, this paper aims to 
address the multi-faceted relationships between Wong Kar-wai and Jazz both within and beyond his films. 

Within film texts, the paper will discuss the use of Jazz music in Wong’s films including Frankie Chan’s film 
noirish jazz in Chungking Express (1994) - Wong’s international breakthrough, and Frank Zappa’s jazz-rock 
in Happy Together (1997) - the film that won him the 1997 Cannes’s Best Director. Looking at extra-textual 
materials, the paper will investigate discourses on Wong Kar-wai and Jazz generated by the director, film 
critics and audiences. The Guardian’s Jonathan Romney described Wong’s In the Mood for Love (2000) as 
being less jazzy than his early works. In the same coverage, Wong pointed out how his filmmaking collab-
oration is ‘like a jazz band jamming’ (Romney 2000). Wong’s direct and indirect engagement with Jazz can 
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be extended to his collaboration with Nora Jones, dubbed the top jazz artist of 2000-2009 decade by Bill-
board. Beyond the institutional circuit, YouTube fans’ mash-ups like 2046’s (2004) sequences remixed with 
Billie Holiday’s Speak Low will be explored, both in terms of the audio-visual synchronicity and discourses 
generated by content viewers.  Examining textual and extra-textual materials, the paper argues that these 
collective connections to Jazz help establish and maintain Wong’s auteur reputation.

PAUL COTT  
Quincy Jones and The Pawnbroker:  Jazz Arrangers Enter the World of Film Composition 

By the time 32-year-old Quincy Jones began composing the score for Sidney Lumet’s 1965 film The Pawn-
broker, he had already had a rich and varied career.  He had performed as a jazz trumpeter and band lead-
er, composed and arranged in many styles, worked as a record producer, and studied composition under 
renowned pedagogue Nadia Boulanger in Paris.  Consequently, his music for the film draws upon classical, 
jazz and various forms of popular music with great success.  In this paper, I will illustrate how Jones’s fre-
quently overlapping styles contribute to the film’s soundtrack.

I will seek to locate Jones’s practice within broader changes in the structure of the music industry.  In his 
2002 study, The Rise of a Jazz Art World, Paul Lopes argues that jazz history can benefit from being viewed 
in terms of a network of different contributors including not just artists but audiences, critics and business 
people, among others.  This approach helps to reveal how the boom in popularity in jazz in the late 1950s 
was the result of a rise of a separate ‘art world’ around jazz which allowed it to flourish on its own terms, 
distinct from commercial popular music and European high art music. I will show how the transitions in 
Jones’s career between 1959-1965 serve to illustrate but also complicate this phenomenon.  In the process 
I will argue that many jazz composers and arrangers of Jones’s generation were recipients of a very broad 
musical education which afforded them a diverse set of skills, thus preparing them for careers as compos-
ers for the cinema.  Furthermore, I will argue that their background in jazz did much to define film and TV 
soundtracks in the future.
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Conference Music Playlist

We have asked presenters and organizers to choose 5 tracks each in order to compile a playlist. These 
songs will be played in shuffle during the conference coffee breaks. 

Martha Shearer:

Ornette Coleman – Focus on Sanity (1959)
John Coltrane - But Not for Me (1961)
Miles Davis – Milestones (1958)
Billie Holiday - I’m a Fool to Want You (1958)
Charles Mingus - Pithecanthropus Erectus (1956)

Victor Fan: 

(selected songs by Zhou Xuan, from Shanghai in the 1930s)

‘燕燕于飛’ / 作曲, 李七牛 ; 作詞, 范煙橋 ; 演唱, 周璇.
‘星心相印’ / 作曲, 李七牛 ; 作詞, 范煙橋 ; 演唱, 周璇.
‘黃葉舞秋風’ / 作曲, 李七牛 ; 作詞, 范煙橋 ; 演唱, 周璇.
‘夜上海’ / 作曲, 陳歌辛 ; 作詞, 范煙橋 ; 演唱, 周璇.
‘花樣的年華’ / 作曲, 陳歌辛 ; 作詞, 范煙橋 ; 演唱, 周璇.

Jeremy Barham:

John Coltrane - My Favorite Things (1961)
Miles Davis - Spanish Key (1970
Miles Davis – Stuff (1968)
Maynard Ferguson - Stay Loose with Bruce (1973)
Oscar Peterson - On Green Dolphin Street (1974) 

Aaron Hunter:

Louis Armstrong - You Rascal You (1931)
Jack Teagarden + Eddie Condon’s Hot Shots – I’m Gonna Stomp,Mr Henry Lee (1929)
Thelonious Monk – Caravan (1955)
Sonny Rollins  - Strode Rode (1956)
Art Blakey - Rhythm-A-Ning (1957)

Wikanda Promkhuntong:

Thelonious Monk - Ask Me Now (1951)
The Horace Silver Quintet - Song for My Father (1968)
Peggy Lee – Fever (1958)
4. Lisa Ono - Cosa hai messo nel caffe? (1989)
Frank Zappa - Chunga’s Revenge (1975)

Nicolas Pillai:

Stan Tracey Quartet - Starlight and Bible Black (1965)
Charles Mingus, Track A - Solo Dancer (1963)
Lester Young & Count Basie -Lady Be Good (1936)
Keith Jarrett – Lalene (1972)
Quintette du Hot Club de France - Sweet Georgia Brown (1926)
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Adam Biggs:

Joe Kraemer – Jack Reacher, theme of film Main Title (1961)
Brad Mehldau – Blackbird (1997)
Sonny Clark – All of You (1958)
Joe Chindamo - What is this thing called Love?
Harry Connick Jnr  - After You’ve Gone (1992)

Emile Wennekes:

Cab Calloway - Minnie the Moocher (1930)
Count Basie Orchestra, feat. Jimmy Rushing - Take me back, Baby (1940)
John Coltrane - Giant Steps (1959)
Sonny Rollins - St. Thomas (1956)
Brecker Bros - Some Skunk Funk (1978)

Alicia Stark:

Sarah Vaughn - My Funny Valentine (1954)
Marlene Dietrech  - Ich Bin Von Kopf Bis Fuß Auf Liebe Eingestallt (1930)
Duke Ellington and His Orchestra - Concerto for Cootie (1940)
Louis Armstrong and His Hot Five - Struttin’ with Some Barbecue (1927)
Al Jolson – Swanee (1920)

Hiu M. Chan:

The Original Rabbit Foot Spasm Band - The Great Outdoors (2013)
Sidney Bechet – I’ve Found a New Baby (1932)
Louis Armstrong and His Hot Five - Once In a While (1927)
George Lewis – Far Away Blues (1959)
Kenny Ball and His Jazzmen - Midnight in Moscow (1961)

Coinneach Shanks:

Dave Brubeck - Blue Rondo à la Turk (1962)
Marilyn Monroe - Runnin’ Wild  (1959)
Lotte Lenya  - Pirate Jenny (1962)
Roseaux – Walking on the Moon (feat. Aloe Blacc) (2012)
Louis Armstrong - Sam Theard I’ll Be Glad When You’re Dead, You Rascal You (1931) 

Claudio Celis:

Andrew Hill - Black Fire (1963)
Chick Corea - La Fiesta (1972)
Kenny Burrell – Cheeta (1956)
Sonny Rollins – Alfie (1973)
Charles Mingus - Devil’s Blues (1974)

Chrys Chijiutomi:

Nat Birchall – Becoming (2010)
John Coltrane – Afro Blue (1977)
Arun Ghosh – Uterine (2008)
Donald Byrd – Cristo Redentor (1963)
Alice Coltrane – Journey in Satchidananda (1970)



Thank you very much for participating in this event. 
We wish you best of luck to your research and music, and hope to see you all again in 

the future!
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